
 

Acronis AntiMalware Boot CD-ISO

Price: Free Operating System: Linux File Size: 48.9MB Format: ISO Signature Update Method: Auto
online update on startup. Default action(s) for detected items: Prompt for action (Disinfect, Rename,

Delete) Last Release: 25 December 2012 Additional Information: Can be installed to USB using
UNetbootin. Comes with additional utilities such as GParted, TestDisk, Thunar File Manager, Firefox
web browser and Foxit PDF reader. The Acronis Anti-malware boot cd-iso is the best anti malware
software or anti-malware software ever! - Scans all drives, all partitions. - Protects all drives, all
partitions. - Detects more than 80 viruses, spyware and other malware. - Restores all Windows

folders and files to original state. - Sleuth mode allows you to save log files for any suspicious activity
on your computer, and download them as a zip archive for further investigation. - Roaming mode is
similar to boot cd, but you can start the scan even on diskless computers. - Least space consuming
of all boot cd-iOs ( 3mb) Bootable CD/DVD - To help you restore data from a corrupted backup or

from a USB drive that was corrupted by malware. This installer CD contains Acronis Anti-Malware (
http://www.acronis.com/en-us/product/acronis-antimalware.html ). With this software, you can detect
and remove any malware that affects your computer. You can also restore your data and partitions
from a corrupted backup or from a USB drive that was corrupted by malware. The Acronis M-drive is
a bootable ISO CD image which can be booted from a hard drive or any other USB storage device.

This ISO image can be used to boot a non-bootable CD-ROM, USB drive or even a hard disk.
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price: free operating system:
linux file size: 95.4mb format: iso
signature update method: online
(automatic), offline and download
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(manual). default action(s) for
detected items: prompt for action
(heal, rename, delete, report) last

release: 28 march 2013
additional information: uses menu
based selection and not graphical
desktop environment. comes with

extra utilities such as midnight
commander, truecrypt, registry

editor, testdisk, smartctl,
photorec, ping and links. allows
you to install to a bootable usb

flash drive from the main menu.
price: free operating system:

linux file size: 83.5mb format: iso
signature update method: online
(automatic), offline and download

(manual). default action(s) for
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detected items: prompt for action
(heal, rename, delete, report) last
release: 26 april 2013 additional
information: uses menu based

selection and not graphical
desktop environment. comes with

extra utilities such as midnight
commander, truecrypt, registry

editor, testdisk, smartctl,
photorec, ping and links. allows
you to install to a bootable usb

flash drive from the main menu.
price: free operating system:

linux file size: 94.5mb format: iso
signature update method: online
(automatic), offline and download

(manual). default action(s) for
detected items: prompt for action
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(heal, rename, delete, report) last
release: 27 october 2013

additional information: uses menu
based selection and not graphical
desktop environment. comes with

extra utilities such as midnight
commander, truecrypt, registry

editor, testdisk, smartctl,
photorec, ping and links. allows
you to install to a bootable usb

flash drive from the main menu.
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